26 October 2017

FCPS Rock Creek School
Replacement and Final Site Design

Design Meeting #3 ‐ Notes
FCPS Project Information Webpage: http://www.fcps.org/facilities/rock‐creek‐school
Meeting Date: 26 October 2017 | 9:30 AM | Rock Creek School
Current Design Phase: Site Selection
Attendees:
FCPS Educational Planning Team
Roger Fritz – Director Construction Management
Brian Staiger – FCPS Construction Management
Tom Mulligan – FCPS Construction Management
Mary Malone – Principal, Rock Creek School
Meghan Mackay‐Little – Assistant Principal, Rock Creek School
Rick McTighe – Lead Custodian, Rock Creek School
Rachel Ablondi ‐ Parent of Rock Creek Student
Paul Lebo – FCPS, Chief Operating Officer
Therese Pelicano – FCPS Transportation Manager
Steve Raff – FCPS Director
Michelle Concepcion – FCPS Special Education Programs
Amy Boehman‐Pollitt – FCPS ACT Team Leader
Steve Buckley – Frederick County Gov. – OT/PT Director
Sara Scovitch – Frederick County Gov. – PT Supervisor
Robert Walsh ‐ Co‐Chair, Special Education Advisory Committee
Design Team
Brad Hastings – Becker Morgan Group
Kori Purdum Matheis – Proffitt & Associates
Members of the Public
Dave Giles – Board Member, City of Frederick NAC 3
Connie Pryor – Board Member, City of Frederick NAC 3
Meeting Discussion Items:
3.1 Project Status Updates were provided as follows:
a. Area Summary Update (Note: No revisions proposed since the last meeting) –
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i. Current Base Bid Ed Spec Area = 81,103 GSF
ii. All co‐located spaces have been removed from the scope of work.
iii. Potential Add Alternate Ed Spec Area = 17,221 GSF
iv. Three of the four add alternates (Greenhouse, Future Capacity, and Alternative Education
Program) are currently pending final approval. Acceptance of the fourth alternate, Parks & Rec
Gymnasium, is still under review.
v. Total Base Bid + Add Alternate Ed Spec Area = 98,324
(2017 10 26 Update) Board of Education review and approval for inclusion of the three
pending alternates into the design has been rescheduled. This item is now scheduled to go
before the Board at their Dec 13 meeting, along with the Site Selection recommendation.
b. Budget Update (Note: No revisions proposed since the last meeting) –
i. Total Project Budget (including soft costs) = $46,959,762
ii. Total Site, Testing, & Construction Budget = $37,070,262
(2017 10 26 Update) Roger Fritz commented that the project budget can be adjusted as
necessary as the project progresses, although every effort should be made to keep the
overall project within the currently approved total.
c. Schedule Update – Architect will provide a brief project schedule update. There are no major
overall schedule changes, however it was decided that any required revisions to the Educational
Specifications will need to go back to the Board of Ed for review prior to submitting to the State.
This should occur concurrently with the Site Selection recommendation in December.
(2017 10 26 Update) Brian Staiger and Paul Lebo reported that the Scored Rubric and site
recommendation should go to cabinet for review prior to the Board of Ed meeting. Cabinet
meets on Monday, Dec 4. The design team plans to provide their recommendation for the site
selection and back‐up documentation by Friday, Dec 1. Paul will forward this information along
to Cabinet once it is received for review prior to the session on the 4th.
Roger Fritz noted that the IAC DD Submission deadline is November 1.
d. LEED Update – Design team has taken an Initial look at credits applicable to the site selection.
(2017 10 26 Update) A preliminary analysis of three of the location based LEED credits indicates
that all seven sites will score between 1 and 4 points out of a total of 10 available points for
those credits. Other location and site credits are anticipated to receive similar point totals no
matter which of the seven sites is selected.
e. Summary of Activities for the past Two Weeks –
i. Design team has continued gathering and analyzing information regarding existing site
conditions.
ii. Proposed site rubric has been refined and an updated draft is ready for review.
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iii. Meetings were held with Frederick County and City of Frederick Planning Dept. staff on Friday,
October 13 to review the proposed sites within the County and City.
iv. Site Visits were conducted on Wednesday, October 18 to all seven of the potential sites.
v. Rough site concepts were developed for the three new sites that were not included in the
feasibility study.
3.2

General/Admin. – No topics discussed.

3.3

Site Selection and Design
a. The updated rubric was reviewed in detail. Once the revisions discussed at this meeting are
made, the rubric will be final and ready to begin scoring.
i. Brian Staiger reported that he did receive some feedback from Ted Gardner regarding the
availability of telecom to the sites. He will forward that to the architect for inclusion in the
scoring.
ii. There was discussion about the criteria regarding Bus Loop capacity and functionality. At
some sites, it may not necessarily be a bad thing for Rock Creek and the existing school to
share a bus loop. The more important things are separation of buses from cars and
pedestrians and overall traffic flow on site. Because the arrival and dismissal times of the
existing school and Rock Creek would be staggered, there may be some sites where the two
schools could share a bus loop without impacting functionality for either. The rubric criteria
wording will be updated to score based upon functionality of the bus loop rather than
whether or not it is shared with the existing schools’ loop.
iii. The Vocational/Employment opportunities criteria was also discussed. The main programs
currently used are FCPS CTC, FCPS Warehouse, and Nursing Homes/Senior Living facilities.
These three items will be focused on for the scoring criteria. Mary Malone reported that it is
the Transition Skills program at CTC that Rock Creek students most frequently participate in.
Additionally, other things such as retail stores, grocery stores, and restaurants are good
sources for employment opportunities, but these are less frequently used and vary more
widely (doesn’t necessarily have to be a specific chain or location, anything close to the site
could become a new opportunity). It was determined that these types of opportunities are
already being given credit in the “Adjacency to Community Services” criteria. In order to
make the point structure more reflective of the shared potential for these places, we will
reduce the Vocational/Employment points from 40 to 30 and increase the Community
Services points from 10 to 20.
iv. For “Site is centrally located in the County”, the architect will clarify that scoring is to be
based upon car travel times during the morning arrival and afternoon dismissal timeframes.
v. The criteria called “Proximity to Frederick Memorial Hospital” will be reworked to “Average
Ambulance Response Time”. This revision will be made because it is more important to get
emergency medical assistance quickly in the event of an emergency and it is much more
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likely than an ambulance would be called to the school rather than staff or parents
transporting students to the hospital by car, so this seemed to be a more meaningful
criterion to evaluate.
vi. There was a question raised about evaluation of bus travel time for students to the school.
Because FCPS policy states that bus times are to be less than 1 hour and 15 minutes, it was
determined previously that the bus travel impacts were better evaluated in terms of overall
transportation costs. Bus routes can be added if needed to try to minimize/reduce travel
time, however it will mean an operating cost increase. Rachel Ablondi noted that the
current bus travel time from Mt Airy to RCS is about 1 hr 15 minutes for her son, which
means he would need to have a new route worked out to reach some of these sites within
the allotted travel time.
vii. FCPS staff suggested that the architect begin to think about presentation of the rubric and
site selection recommendation to the Board and how we will justify the scoring that is
developed. There should be a summary overview, but they should be backed up with
exhibits and/or comments that help to explain why each site achieved the score that it was
assigned.
b. Ed Spec site requirements were reviewed, with discussion as follows:
i. Bus Loop ‐ 18 Buses Currently Serve the School, however that number will likely increase as
enrollment grows (current enrollment is approximately 80, new facility is designed for 120).
Younger students only attend school for a half day, so there are some buses that transport
those students separately. Students coming off of surgery or other medical issues can attend
school on a modified schedule, which sometimes includes a shorter day and still get bus
transportation. Bus travel impacts will need to be reviewed and evaluated by
transportation. Therese Pelicano will provide input regarding typical bus sizes utilized
(physical dimensions) and anticipated changes to the number of buses and transportation
costs for the seven sites under consideration. Some sites may require a greater number of
buses than others, and if so, this should be indicated and reviewed in terms of the space
available for the bus loop on site. The County has a limited number of wheelchair accessible
buses for use. These buses typically have a maximum of 3 spaces for wheelchairs, although
some only accommodate 2. There is usually space for about 4 ambulatory students on the
same bus as well.
ii. Car drop‐off does not need to be in a separate loop, it can just be typical accessible parking
spaces with access aisles, but should be as close to the building as possible and provided
with covered area nearby and leading toward the building for protection from the elements.
iii. The Ed Specs originally called for 220 parking spaces due to the high parking need for many
of the co‐located spaces. Per the Feasibility Study narratives, Rock Creek and Waverley
Elementary currently share about 140 parking spaces. The design team is currently showing
a reduced parking requirement of approximately 160 spaces for Rock Creek use to be
provided at the sites. This is based upon a projected maximum staffing of approximately
100, plus adequate additional spaces for visitors, however the design team wonders if this
count is slightly too high. The School administration will review current use and provide
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feedback regarding parking requirements. In terms of parking, we also need to consider
additional parking needs associated with the add alternates. Parking for those could be
called out as part of an alternate in the design as well.
iv. In terms of the Outdoor classroom, there was not a specific size, layout, or adjacency
envisioned. This will need to be determined as design progresses. It was noted that any
furniture or built‐in components selected for the space should include a mix of permanent
seating and wheelchair seating spaces. Some type of shaded area should also be included.
v. For the accessible play field, artificial turf is not necessarily preferred here because students
tend to put things in their mouths. Additionally, it gets stuck in shoes, mobility device tires,
etc. An accessible rubberized type of surface could be explored. Sharing of field with Parks &
Rec may be an option depending on which site is selected, and if so, then cost sharing may
be explored since first costs and maintenance costs for artificial turf are high. The decision
regarding whether or not to install artificial turf will also be site specific depending upon the
anticipated frequency of use. RCS need for an athletic field is not real high, the walking path
is more critical for day‐to‐day use.
vi. There were no specific criteria or preferences established for paved and soft surface play
area adjacencies or layouts. Play areas are used intermittently throughout the day and due
to the high staff‐to‐student ratio, they do not need to be clustered together for ease of
visual supervision by limited staff members. It would be preferable to lay them out with
varying orientations to allow for shade at different times of day.
vii. Outdoor Walking path – this feature could be shared with existing schools on the site, would
like the path area to be fenced if possible so that students can be given a little more
freedom to walk independently without concern for wandering off. The fence height would
be dependent upon the surroundings at the particular site.
viii. The architect asked whether there had been discussions during the feasibility study
regarding provision of windows for views and daylight. The reason this is important as part
of the site evaluation and concept layouts is that on several of the tight sites, the building
will end up needing to be a very compact box and it is likely that several classrooms may
end up not having exterior wall space for windows. The initial concept plan in the feasibility
study had at least one classroom in each cluster that did not have access to an exterior wall.
Daylight could still be brought in using clerestories or other design methods, although FCPS
does not typically include skylights in their schools. At least one or two windows in each
classroom would be nice, although staff reported that there is a need to balance the
importance of daylight/views with safety and security. Facilities with too many windows are
difficult to secure and regardless of the number/size of windows provided, the ability to
control the light is a must. Many students have vision issues, so it was suggested that the
design team talk with the Vision therapist about additional considerations. Attendees
suggested that the optimal floor plan may utilize a courtyard design to increase
opportunities for windows that would also allow for a secured play area or outdoor
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classroom in the middle. Concepts that would not allow for windows in all of the classrooms
should be scored lower on the rubric.
c. An overview was provided by the Architect of the existing conditions, key issues, and proposed
concepts for each of the seven sites. On each site, the design team has been working to identify
the buildable area. Items such as existing flood soils, utilities, and play areas are being
identified. Meetings will be set with the School Principals to review existing site functions and
considerations in regard to traffic and play areas on site.
i. At each site, consideration should be given to placement of portable classrooms in the
future, both for RCS and the existing building on site.
ii. Ballenger Creek Middle – Traffic along Ballenger Creek Pike is a concern, as is the current car
and bus drop‐off function. This needs to be explored and if possible, the traffic patterns
should be improved as part of any new development. The limits of the existing flood plain
need to be reviewed and determination made as to whether any of that area can be utilized
for field space. The feasibility study concept indicated the existing bus loop to be shortened
to fit the new RCS building in closer to the road, however this may not be feasible due to the
existing school loading area location and configuration. Access to this area needs to be
reviewed and maintained.
iii. Dearbought – The existing site has flood soils and limited opportunities for site access
drives. The current concept shows two new entrances off of Wheyfield, however this may
not be approved by traffic reviewers due to marginal separation distances between existing
and new roadways. There may need to be just one shared entrance with bus and car traffic
separating after arriving on site. Proximity of the northern site features to Route 26 is also a
concern and should be adjusted to create more buffer if possible, although there may not be
a whole lot of alternatives due to other constraints. The building footprint will likely need to
be very compact and provision of windows in all classrooms may not be feasible.
iv. Governor Thomas Johnson Middle – The existing site has some floodplain along its
northwest side. Michelle Concepcion noted that she had been told that there is an existing
Bird Sanctuary along the east property line. This may be offsite, but its limits need to be
verified and documented. There is about ten feet of grade change along the field areas
where the proposed new building is to be sited, which will require earthwork and fill. The
proposed cap parking entrance will likely need to be a right turn in and out configuration
due to the existing median in Schifferstadt Blvd. Its proximity to other existing median cuts
will likely mean that a new cut‐through is not feasible.
v. Monocacy Middle & Elementary – This site area will be expanded to look at the entire
campus rather than just the Middle School area. The civil engineer needs to verify how far
the school property goes up by Elementary School. There is heavy use of the existing athletic
fields by the community, including those at the north and south ends of the site, so as many
fields as possible should be provided in the concept design. The architect discussed the
possibility of separating bus traffic and car traffic by keeping bus access from Opossumtown
Pike but shifting car access and parking over closer to the Elementary school, accessed from
Hayward Road. Currently, each school has only one access point that is shared by buses and
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cars. Any new development would attempt to improve circulation on both the Middle and
Elementary sites. In the concept, it is preferable to show the new building as close to the
existing buildings as possible to facilitate access. Both existing schools have Learning for Life
programs that would be great opportunities for integration of RCS students.
vi. Tuscarora Elementary – There is about ten feet of elevation change between the existing
school field area and the new piece of property adjacent to the new residential
development. There are also some potential flood soils and utility easements on the site.
The new streets are fairly narrow and may not be very practical for bus traffic. The current
concept shows the new RCS being built on the newly acquired piece of property with bus
access off of Alan Linton Blvd. Paved and soft surface play areas would be up by the
building, with parking and athletic field space down by the existing school. A combination of
fill and ramps would likely be required to make up the elevation difference and provide an
accessible pathway between the upper and lower areas of the site. A second option will be
explored that shows the new building and bus access on the lower part of the site near the
existing building with parking and fields above. In any option, the building footprint will
likely need to be very compact and provision of windows in all classrooms may not be
feasible.
vii. Valley Elementary – The site is the largest in terms of available buildable area, however an
existing gas easement, fairly steep slopes, and narrow configuration of the eastern piece of
the property reduce the optimal usable area. There is an existing baseball diamond that is
used by community groups and some wetland area located just east of the existing building.
In the proposed concept, alignment and layout of the bus loops should be reviewed in order
to optimize traffic flow and minimize the pedestrian travel distance between the new and
existing buildings.
viii. Walkersville Middle – This site also has a fairly large buildable area. Discussions need to be
had with the school staff about use of their existing site amenities, which include a track.
Typically, tracks are not provided at middle schools, but this building was once both a
middle and high school. Additionally, there are ongoing discussions with the County about
the proposed use for the existing library site once the new library opens up next year. It
would be beneficial to have access to this area for bus access from Frederick Rd, however
our initial concepts show using the existing school drop‐off/parking access for the new RCS
bus loop and this is likely feasible with some re‐working of the existing school traffic
patterns. Their parking and/or drop‐off areas could be improved by providing an additional
access point off of Frederick Rd farther to the east. RCS parking would most likely be
accessed via Maryland Avenue.
3.4

Building Design – Currently no topics to discuss.

3.5

Two Week Projection
a. Finalize Site Rubric and begin rubric scoring
b. Continue to refine proposed site concepts
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c. Begin review and refinement of Ed Specs as required
d. Begin development of materials for submission to the Board of Education (site narratives,
methodology, etc.)
e. Two new meetings have been scheduled for Wednesday, November 1. The first is with RCS
parents at the school at 10:00 AM and the second is for the public, also at RCS at 7:00 PM.
3.6

Public Comment
a. NAC 3 Attendees provided comments as follows –
i. They made the design team aware that the TJAY Soccer program & Football program currently
heavily utilize the Monocacy Campus athletic fields. 10 soccer fields are currently being used
on a regular basis and many of the participants walk from surrounding communities.
ii. There are also some traffic concerns due to proposed development North up Opossumtown
Pike. The developer of the Crum Farm property is building more houses that may increase
traffic coming down Opossumtown Pike and the NorthGate Retail space is also being
developed at the new interchange along Route 15.
iii. The neighborhood has safety and pedestrian access concerns due to traffic and speeds along
Opossumtown Pike, there are often kids on bicycles and on foot going to school during peak
traffic times.

The next meeting is scheduled for 9 November 2017 at 9:30am at Rock Creek School – we will begin to discuss
& verify Ed Spec requirements
This summarizes the topics discussed at the meeting. Please review and address any comments and corrections
to the Architect within 5 days of receipt of these minutes.
Kori Purdum Matheis, RA, LEED AP BD+C
Distribution via email – all attendees and Design Team Members
Gloria Mikolajczyk – MSDE
Attachments:

PDF of Meeting Presentation
Updated Draft Rubric as reviewed at meeting, dated 10/18/2017

Action Items:
1. FCPS is to provide feedback regarding whether or not the Parks & Rec alternate is to be included.
2. Therese Pelicano to provide input regarding buses and travel impacts.
3. Rock Creek Administration to provide feedback regarding parking requirements.
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PROJECT STATUS UPDATES
Area Summary Update –
 Current Base Bid Ed Spec Area = 81,103 GSF
 All co-located spaces have been removed from the scope of work.
 Potential Add Alternate Ed Spec Area = 17,221 GSF
 Three of the four add alternates (Greenhouse, Future Capacity, and Alternative Education
Program) are currently pending final approval. Acceptance of the fourth alternate, Parks & Rec
Gymnasium, is still under review.
 Total Base Bid + Add Alternate Ed Spec Area (3 Alternates only) = 98,324

Budget Update –
 Total Project Budget (including soft costs) = $46,959,762
 Total Site, Testing, & Construction Budget = $37,070,262

FCPS Project Information Webpage: http://www.fcps.org/facilities/rock-creek-school
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PROJECT MILESTONES
Site Selection Recommendation & Ed Spec Updates to Board of Education –
Board of Education Reviews Site Recommendation & Ed Spec Updates –
Site Selection to State Clearinghouse –
Site Selection & Ed Specs to IAC –
Schematic Design to IAC –
Design Development to IAC –
Construction Documents to IAC –
Project out for Bids, Stage 1 –

December 1, 2017
December 13, 2017
January 2018
March 2018
May 2018
November 2018
August 2019
October 2019

Start Site Construction –

February/March 2020

Project out for Bids, Stage 2 –

February/March 2020

Start Building Construction –
School Ready for Occupancy -

July 2020
August 2021
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ED SPEC SITE ELEMENTS


Bus drop-off under covered walkway for 6 buses at a time and queuing for 19 buses in the bus drop-off area.



Car drop-off space with covered walkway for 2 cars and space to allow for car queuing.



Car parking at a minimum for 220 160 cars to include faculty, staff, partners and visitors. There shall be a
greater amount of handicap parking spaces than required by code located at the main entrance of the school
to help facilitate student pick up and drop off. All of the parking spaces are for the ultimate build-out of the
school. If add alternates are not accepted, this number could fluctuate.



Grass or synthetic surface accessible play field of a minimum size of 50x50yds (150’x150’).



Three hard paved play areas of a minimum size of 40’x40’. The two hard paved play areas that are designated
for the younger students may be adapted for activities that would require a hard surface, such as a walking
track or an area to ride adapted bikes. The third hard paved play space that is designated for the older
students shall have space for students to play basketball.



Two soft play areas with play structures. Areas are to be provided for both lower and upper grade sized
students with separation between the two. Surface should allow accessibility and structure should be designed
for wheelchair access.



Shaded outdoor play area that could be used for a classroom with permanently installed seating and
worktables.



Secure walking path that connects all elements of the outdoor program. The path should facilitate
independence and create experiences and interactions with the natural environment. Pathway could be
contiguous with the internal pathway system of the school. Pathway should allow for walking, wheelchairs, and
some ride on vehicles such as tricycles.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Existing Site Features

PF

Site is located in a Priority Funding Area

Y/N

Buildable Area Size & Quality

10

20.0%

Roadways/Traffic

10

20.0%

Vehicular Access Points & Sight Distance

10

20.0%

Pedestrian access to and from adjacent sites

10

20.0%

Availability & capacity of existing Public Utilities (water, sewer, electric, gas, telecom)

10

20.0%

Ability to Accommodate Ed Specs

Existing Site Features Total

28.6%

Ed Spec Compliant and Optimized Add Alternate Building Footprint

10

5.7%

Bus Loop Capacity and Functionality

20

11.4%

Parking Capacity and Functionality

10

5.7%

On‐Site Circulation effectiveness

20

11.4%

Playground Area ‐ Size and Location (3 paved play and 2 soft surface play)

10

5.7%

Outdoor Educational and Physical Education Program Elements ‐ Size and Location (accessible play field, walking path,
outdoor classroom)

10

5.7%

Impact on existing School amenities (physical education program, parking, bus and/or drop‐off loop)

20

11.4%

Ability to provide a meaningful connection to the existing building(s) on site

15

8.6%

Security

10

5.7%

Access & Equity
Regulatory & Functional

Y

Y

Y

Town of Walkersville

Walkersville Middle School

Jefferson ‐ Frederick County

Valley Elementary School

Frederick County

Tuscarora Elementary School

City of Frederick

Monocacy Middle School

City of Frederick

Dearbought

Frederick County

City of Frederick

Y

Y

175

Proximity to appropriate peer and age group connections

50

28.6%

Proximity to Public Transportation

20

11.4%

Access to vocational and employment opportunities (FCPS CTC, FCPS Warehouse, Pizza Hut, Goodwill, Fitness Center,
Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility)

40

22.9%

Adjacency to Community Services (Retail, Grocery Store, Bank, Library, Park, Restaurant)

10

5.7%

Site is centrally located within the County

15

8.6%

Proximity to Frederick Memorial Hospital

20

11.4%

Accommodates ADA requirements in a functional manner

20

11.4%

175

Costs ‐ Construction

30

30.0%

Costs ‐ Off‐site improvements

20

20.0%

Costs ‐ O&M Transportation

20

20.0%

Staging/Phasing/Access for Construction

10

10.0%

Maximizes LEED Site Credits

10

10.0%

Aligns with IAC Site Selection Criteria

10

10.0%

Regulatory & Functional Total

100

Existing Site Features Total

50

10.0%

Ability to accommodate Ed Specs Total

175

35.0%

Access & Equity Total

175

35.0%

Regulatory & Functional Total

100

20.0%

Grand Total Score

Y

50

50

Access & Equity Total

Totals

Y

Ed Spec Compliant and Optimized Base Bid Building Footprint

Ability to accommodate Ed Specs Total

10/18/2017

Percentage (%)
(within each category)

Points

PAA Project #17‐22
10/18/2017

Ballenger Creek Middle School

Rock Creek School Replacement

Gov. Thomas Johnson Middle School

Site Selection Rubric Summary
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Site Selection Rubric ‐ Overall Points Distribution Analysis

Rock Creek School Replacement

Percentage (%)

50

10.0%

AE

Proximity to appropriate peer and age group connections

50

10.0%

AE

Access to vocational and employment opportunities (FCPS CTC, FCPS Warehouse, Pizza Hut, Goodwill, Fitness Center,
Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility)

40

8.0%

RF

Costs ‐ Construction

30

6.0%

ES

Bus Loop Capacity and Functionality

20

4.0%

ES

On‐Site Circulation effectiveness

20

4.0%

ES

Impact on existing School amenities (physical education program, parking, bus and/or drop‐off loop)

20

4.0%

AE

Proximity to Public Transportation

20

4.0%

AE

Proximity to Frederick Memorial Hospital

20

4.0%

AE

Accommodates ADA requirements in a functional manner

20

4.0%

RF

Costs ‐ Off‐site improvements

20

4.0%

RF

Costs ‐ O&M Transportation

20

4.0%

ES

Ability to provide a meaningful connection to the existing building(s) on site

15

3.0%

AE

Site is centrally located within the County

15

3.0%

EC

Buildable Area Size & Quality

10

2.0%

EC

Roadways/Traffic

10

2.0%

EC

Vehicular Access Points & Sight Distance

10

2.0%

EC

Pedestrian access to and from adjacent sites

10

2.0%

EC

Availability & capacity of existing Public Utilities (water, sewer, electric, gas, telecom)

10

2.0%

ES

Ed Spec Compliant and Optimized Add Alternate Building Footprint

10

2.0%

ES

Parking Capacity and Functionality

10

2.0%

ES

Playground Area ‐ Size and Location (3 paved play and 2 soft surface play)

10

2.0%

ES

Outdoor Educational and Physical Education Program Elements ‐ Size and Location (accessible play field, walking path,
outdoor classroom)

10

2.0%

ES

Security

10

2.0%

AE

Adjacency to Community Services (Retail, Grocery Store, Bank, Library, Park, Restaurant)

10

2.0%

RF

Staging/Phasing/Access for Construction

10

2.0%

RF

Maximizes LEED Site Credits

10

2.0%

Aligns with IAC Site Selection Criteria

10

2.0%

Total

10/18/2017

(of total)

Points
ES

Ed Spec Compliant and Optimized Base Bid Building Footprint

RF

PAA Project #17‐22
10/18/2017
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PF

Site is located in a Priority Funding Area

Y/N

Buildable Area Size & Quality

10

Add one point per acre for areas in excess of 6 acres up to a maximum score of 10

Deduct one point if the overall buildable area shape is not conducive to efficient site development and/or one point per
acre for areas less than 6 acres

Y

Y

Y

Y

Town of Walkersville

Walkersville Middle School

Jefferson ‐ Frederick County

Valley Elementary School

Frederick County

Tuscarora Elementary School

City of Frederick

Monocacy Middle School

City of Frederick

City of Frederick

Frederick County

Dearbought

Y

Y

20.0%

5
0‐4

Roadways/Traffic

Existing Site Features

Y

6‐10

The buildable area totals at least 6 acres and its overall shape is conducive to efficient site development

10

There are no known congestion concerns and roadway improvements are not anticipated other than the addition of an
entrance drive with typical accel/decel lane

10

There are minor congestion concerns and/or limited off‐site roadway improvements may be required

5

There are known congestion concerns that may require extensive off‐site roadway improvements

0

Vehicular Access Points & Sight Distance

10

Sufficient separation of access points/traffic and sufficient sight distance

10

Insufficient separation of access points/traffic or insufficient sight distance

5

Insufficient separation of access points/traffic and insufficient sight distance or extensive improvements required to
create separation or sight distance

0

Pedestrian access to and from adjacent sites

10

Sidewalks exist along all right‐of‐ways and are safe, accessible, and convenient for use

10

Sidewalks exist along some, but not all, right‐of‐ways or are not safe, accessible, or convenient for use

5

Sidewalks do not existing along any right‐of‐ways

0

Availability & capacity of existing Public Utilities (water, sewer, electric, gas, telecom)

10

Scoring is per utility (total of 5 utilities), each will score 2 points if it is immediately available to the site and adequate in
capacity for use, 1 point if it is adjacent but will require an upgrade, and 0 points if the utility does not existing adjacent to
the site

20.0%

20.0%

20.0%

20.0%

0‐10

Existing Site Features Total

10/18/2017

Percentage (%)
(within each category)

Points

PAA Project #17‐22
10/18/2017

Ballenger Creek Middle School

Rock Creek School Replacement

Gov. Thomas Johnson Middle School

Site Selection Rubric

Rock Creek School Replacement Site Selection Rubric

50
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Buildable area allows for optimal base building footprint for ease of student circulation and access

Town of Walkersville

Walkersville Middle School

Jefferson ‐ Frederick County

Valley Elementary School

Frederick County

Tuscarora Elementary School

City of Frederick

Monocacy Middle School

City of Frederick

City of Frederick

Dearbought

Frederick County

28.6%

25
0

Ed Spec Compliant and Optimized Add Alternate Building Footprint

10

Buildable area allows for inclusion of Future Caapcity, Alternative Education Program, and Greenhouse add alternate
square footage in optimal location for ease of student circulation and access
Buildable area allows for inclusion of only some add alternate square footage or alternate programs would not be located
optimally for ease of student circulation and access

5.7%

10
5

Buildable area does not accommodate inclusion of any add alternate square footage

0

Bus Loop Capacity and Functionality

20

Bus loop is able to accommodate drop‐off under a covered walkway for 6 buses at a time with queuing for 19 buses in
the remainder of the loop and is able to be fully separated from all other site functions (parking and adjacent school use)
Bus loop is unable to accommodate drop‐off under a covered walkway for 6 buses at a time with queuing for 19 buses in
the remainder of the loop or is unable to be fully separated from all other site functions (parking and adjacent school use)
Bus loop is unable to accommodate desired number of buses and would need to be shared with other site functions
(parking or adjacent school use)

11.4%

20
10
0

Parking Capacity and Functionality

10

The site is able to accommodate the required parking for the base building and any add alternates with optimal layout
and separation from other site uses
The site is unable to accommodate the required parking for the base building and any add alternates or does not provide
optimal layout and separation from other site uses
The site is unable to accommodate the required parking for the base building and would not provide optimal layout and
separation from other site uses

Ability to Accommodate Educational Specifications

50
50

Buildable area allows for required base building footprint but would not be optimal for ease of student circulation and
access
Buildable area does not accommodate required base building footprint or requires sacrifice of site amenities to fit
building

5.7%

10
5
0

On‐Site Circulation effectiveness

20

Site is able to achieve optimal separation between buses, cars, and pedestrians for functionality

20

Site is able to achieve some, but not full, separation between buses, cars, and pedestrians for functionality

10

Site is unable to achieve basic separation between buses, cars, and pedestrians for functionality

0

Playground Area ‐ Size and Location (3 paved play and 2 soft surface play)

10

All programmed play areas are large enough for adaptive equipment use and are able to be accommodated with optimal
layout and proximity to the building
All programmed outdoor educational components are able to be accommodated but without with optimal layout and/or
proximity to the building

11.4%

5.7%

10
5

All programmed play areas are not able to be accommodated

0

Outdoor Educational and Physical Education Program Elements ‐ Size and Location (accessible play field, walking path,
outdoor classroom)
All programmed outdoor educational components are able to be accommodated with optimal layout and proximity to
the building

10

All programmed play areas are able to be accommodated but without optimal layout and/or proximity to the building

5

All programmed outdoor educational components are not able to be accommodated

0
20

Proposed Rock Creek School development will not require loss of any site amenities required by the existing school

20

Proposed Rock Creek School development will require loss of some non‐critical site amenities of the existing school

10

Proposed Rock Creek School development will require loss of critical site amenities for the existing school

0

Ability to provide a meaningful connection to the existing building(s) on site

15

Site conditions will allow building to be sited for optimum connection with the existing building(s) on site

15

Site conditions will allow for good, but not optimal, connection to the existing building(s) on site

10

Site conditions will allow for only a poor connection to the existing building(s) on site

0

Security

10

Existing site configuration or adjacencies do not create greater security concerns than are typical for a optimal school site

11.4%

8.6%

5.7%

10

Existing site configuration or adjacencies create some security concerns but are deemed manageable with minimal
impact to cost or functionality
Existing site configuration or adjacencies create greater security concerns than are typical for a optimal school site and
may greatly impact cost and/or function
Ability to accommodate Ed Specs Total

5.7%

10

Impact on existing School amenities (physical education program, parking, bus and/or drop‐off loop)

10/18/2017

Percentage (%)
(within each category)

Ed Spec Compliant and Optimized Base Bid Building Footprint

Points

PAA Project #17‐22
10/18/2017

Ballenger Creek Middle School

Rock Creek School Replacement

Gov. Thomas Johnson Middle School

Site Selection Rubric

5
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Rock Creek School Replacement Site Selection Rubric
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Site is shared with 1 existing school serving students without disabilities

40

Site is not shared with an existing school

0
20

Site provides safe access via accessible pathway within 1/4 mile of 2 or more public bus routes

20

Site is within 1/4 mile of 1 public bus route or needs sidewalks added

10

There is no access to public transportation within 1/4 mile of the site

0
40

Access within 6 miles driving distance to all six listed potential vocational or employment opportunities

40

Access within 6 miles to at least three of the listed potential vocational or employment opportunities, remaining three
within 10 miles driving distance

25

Access within 10 miles driving distance to all six listed potential vocational or employment opportunities

10

All six listed potential vocational or employment opportunities are not available within a 10 mile driving distance

0

Adjacency to Community Services (Retail, Grocery Store, Bank, Library, Park, Restaurant)

10

Access within 1 mile driving distance to at least one facility for five of the six categories

10

Access within 3 miles driving distance to at least one facility for four of the six of categories

5

Site does not provide access within 3 miles driving distance to at least one facility for four of the six categories

0

Site is centrally located within the County

15

Average travel time to/from the facility to Frederick City Hall is not expected to exceed 15 minutes and maximum travel
time to any point within the County is not expected to exceed 30 minutes
Average travel time to/from the facility to Frederick City Hall is not expected to exceed 20 minutes and maximum travel
time to any point within the County is not expected to exceed 35 minutes
Average travel time to/from the facility to Frederick City Hall will exceed 20 minutes or maximum travel time to any point
within the County will exceed 35 minutes

Town of Walkersville

Walkersville Middle School

Jefferson ‐ Frederick County

Valley Elementary School

Frederick County

Tuscarora Elementary School

City of Frederick

Monocacy Middle School

City of Frederick

City of Frederick

Dearbought

Frederick County

28.6%

50

Access to vocational and employment opportunities (FCPS CTC, FCPS Warehouse, Pizza Hut, Goodwill, Fitness Center,
Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility)

Access & Equity

50

Site is shared with 2 or more educational facilities serving students of different age groups without disabilities

Proximity to Public Transportation

11.4%

22.9%

5.7%

8.6%

15
10
0

Proximity to Frederick Memorial Hospital

20

Site is within 10 minutes travel time to/from Frederick Memorial Hospital

20

Site is within 11‐15 minutes travel time to/from Frederick Memorial Hospital

10

Site is greater than 15 minutes travel time to/from Frederick Memorial Hospital

0

Accommodates ADA requirements in a functional manner

10/18/2017

Percentage (%)
(within each category)

Proximity to appropriate peer and age group connections

Points

PAA Project #17‐22
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20

Site will achieve ADA compliance without need for major grading or retaining walls, connectivity to site elements and the
existing school can be achieved with minimal vertical elevation change and minimal horizontal travel distance
Site will achieve ADA compliance with an average level of grading or retaining walls, connectivity to site elements and the
existing school will not be optimal from either a vertical or horizontal travel standpoint
Site can achieve ADA compliance, however will require major grading or retaining walls, connectivity to site elements and
the existing school will be difficult from either a vertical or horizontal travel standpoint

10

Access & Equity Total

175

11.4%

11.4%

20

0

Rock Creek School Replacement Site Selection Rubric
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Anticipated construction costs for the building and on‐site improvements are less than the average cost for all seven sites

20

Anticipated construction costs for off‐site improvements are less than the average cost for all seven sites

20

Anticipated construction costs for off‐site improvements are within 5% of the average cost for all seven sites

10

Anticipated construction costs for off‐site improvements are greater than 5% above the average cost for all seven sites

0
20

Anticipated transportation costs for the site are less than the average cost for all seven sites

20

Anticipated transportation costs for the site are within 5% of the average cost for all seven sites

10

Anticipated transportation costs for the site are greater than 5% above the average cost for all seven sites

0

Staging/Phasing/Access for Construction

10

Construction will occur with minimal disruption to the existing site functions

10

Construction will occur with some easily manageable disruption to the existing site functions

5

Construction will require major disruption to the existing site functions

0

Maximizes LEED Site Credits

10

Site will achieve a minimum of 3 points from location‐dependent LEED credits

10

Site will achieve a minimum of 2 points from location‐dependent LEED credits

5

Site will achieve 0 or 1 points from location‐dependent LEED credits

0

Aligns with IAC Site Selection Criteria

10

Site answers "No" to at least 90% of the questions outlined on IAC/PSCP Form 104.2

10

Site answers "No" to at least 80% of the questions outlined on IAC/PSCP Form 104.2

5

Site answers "No" to less than 80% of the questions outlined on IAC/PSCP Form 104.2

0

Town of Walkersville

Walkersville Middle School

Jefferson ‐ Frederick County

Valley Elementary School

Frederick County

Tuscarora Elementary School

City of Frederick

Monocacy Middle School

City of Frederick

City of Frederick

Dearbought

20.0%

20.0%

10.0%

10.0%

10.0%

Regulatory & Functional Total

100

Existing Site Features Total

50

10.0%

Ability to accommodate Ed Specs Total

175

35.0%

Access & Equity Total

175

35.0%

Regulatory & Functional Total

100

20.0%

Grand Total Score

Frederick County

0

Costs ‐ O&M Transportation

Regulatory & Functional

30.0%

15

Costs ‐ Off‐site improvements

Totals

30
30

Anticipated construction costs for the building and on‐site improvements are within 5% of the average cost for all seven
sites
Anticipated construction costs for the building and on‐site improvements are greater than 5% above the average cost for
all seven sites

10/18/2017

Percentage (%)
(within each category)

Costs ‐ Construction

Points
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